INT: SOL. Mike is standing banging his head with his hand. Muttering. The Bots are looking on, worried.


MIKE
Time travel..... Paradox..... Slurping sound..... Lava lamps...... kickerboxersssssss........


INT: Large messy kitchen.  Pots and pans everywhere. PEARL is standing in middle holding a frying pan over her head and looking down. OBSERVER is behind her trying to gingerly get her attention.


PEARL
Fritattas!!?? FRITATTAS!!?? 

Pearl whacks the pan down off camera. We hear a clang and a grunt.


OBSERVER
Umm... Madam?


PEARL
You ruined the ultimate world domination scheme for a scrambled egg BREAKFAST!!!???

Pearl Whacks the pan down again. 


BOBO
(graons) with cheese

Pearl swings and misses. 


OBSERVER
Um, Madam? The satellite? With any LUCK, their wills may be BROKEN!

INT:SOL. Mike is losing it. Wild look in his eyes.


MIKE (gesturing wildly back and forth)
Inventor dead. Inventor NOT dead. Inventor dead, inventor NOT dead.....

INT: Kitchen. Pearl is banging down with a regular rhythm.


PEARL
Hahahaha! LUCK! You're lucky, He's lucky, I'M lucky, We're ALLLLLL lucky!

She stops banging to get right up to the camera.


PEARL
Huh?!



INT SOL. Mike leaning onthe desk with a wicked grin. Music accompaniment


MIKE
It's Astounding. Time is Seething. MADNESS takes it's toll...

INT Kitchen. Pearl and Observer start with excited shock. Bobo is struggling up in background, holding his head.

INT SOL

CROW
And our only hope is when this song is ended -


TOM
The final credits will roll.


MIKE (very agitated. Loud)
I REMEMBER sitting through timecop; searing convulsions when
The badness would hit me


MIKE TOM & CROW
And the void would be calling


INT: Ballroom filled with Rocky Horror type extras, lined up in 2 lines behind Pearl and Co.


CROWD
Let's Watch the Timecop again!

Pearl and Co are stunned, Pearl gestures frantically for Observer to 'do something' about all these people who just appeared.

CROWD
Let's Watch the Timecop again!

Observer walks up and holds up hand for quiet. Set his dish down and speaks.


OBSERVER
It's Just a Jump to the left

Pearl and Bobo gasp, crowd jumps.

